
Full Test Management For Any Tester

How Will qTest Bene�t Your QA E�orts? 

qTest Features

qTest is a robust test management solution that 
makes sophisticated functionality available to all 
testers at an affordable price. With qTest, you are 
able to cover all aspects of your software QA 
processes, including managing requirements, 
designing test cases, planning test execution, 
tracking defects and generating reports. qTest 
delivers all these features with a simple and 
intuitive user-interface. 

Improve project coordination through test planning and resource assignment features
Manage all your testing artifacts like requirements and test cases in single repository
Increase efficiencies by allowing re-use of previously created testing objects
Increase project visibility through real-time progress dashboards and reports
Benefit from clear end-to-end traceability of your requirements, tests and defects 
Best-in-class usability facilitates quick and easy user adoptio 
Showcase real-time status of the test cycle, statistical data and associated trends
 

Test planning and management
Create, Edit and View requirements and test 
cases
Track changes and updates to requirements 
and test cases 
Intuitive drag-and-drop UI 

Comprehensive traceability matrix 
Visual reports with drill down views
Integration with external 3   party defect 
management tools
Granular user permission controls
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Tired of using spreadsheets to manage QA, 
but haven’t found what you are looking for?
Spreadsheets may have worked when you first started out but for most organizations they 
quickly become more trouble than help.  Particularly in today’s rapid development cycles, 
maintaining and updating spreadsheets can quickly become labor intensive and time 
consuming. qTest is the perfect solution to ease you from spreadsheets to a more 
collaborative and efficient test management process.  Design your test plan, create, edit and 
manage your test cases, view traceability, submit defects, report and much more, all from one 
solution. 

Do you need greater visibility and collaboration?

Are you looking for ways to optimize your time?

qTest provides testers with complete visibility into what has been tested and what remains 
to be tested.  No more time consuming manual work to create testing traceability.  In one 
click, qTest provides you with a detailed traceability matrix, giving you clear insight 
instantly.  qTest also enables you to proactively assign tasks so there is no question on who 
is responsible for what.  With our pre-built integrations into the leading ALM and defect 
tracking solutions, easily collaborate with other teams who are involved in your software’s 
lifecycle.  Work with the confidence that you and your developers are on the same page 
with clear and centralized information on defects found and defects retested.  

Are you challenged with how to bridge between 
traditional testing and agile development?
Just because your testing team is using traditional testing methods and your development 
team is an agile shop does not mean you have to be a house divided!  qTest is the bridge from 
traditional to agile.  With our pre-built integrations into the leading ALM and defect tracking 
systems, easily submit identified defects and know the current status as your development 
team works on them.  If you complement traditional testing with less formal exploratory 
testing, leverage our agile testing solution, which is seamlessly integrated with qTest to truly 
span agile testing to agile development and all methodologies in between.

We understand that time is of the essence for you.  With best-in-class usability, qTest is rich 
with features to help you improve your efficiency without compromising your effectiveness.  
View test steps, mark results, update test cases, create defects, track execution results and 
more, all without leaving the target test application.  qTest also provides an intuitive UI design 
which makes writing test cases fast and easy. Leverage the functional tabs to create test steps, 
or import test cases from excel and eliminate time consuming back and forth.  qTest also 
offers the ability to quickly manage the relationships of your work items.  With the ability to 
associate system objects, link requirements to test cases and mapping defects to test runs, to 
name a few, your efficiency and effectiveness both benefit.
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